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We consider a simple problem in the optimal control of Brownian Motion. There are two 
modes of control available, each with its own drift and diffusion coefficients, and switching costs 
are incurred whenever the control mode is changed. Finally, holding costs are incurred according 
to a quadratic function of the state of the system, and all costs are continuously discounted. It is 
shown that there exists an optimal policy involving just two critical numbers, and formulas are 
given for computation of the critical numbers. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we study a controlled ane dimensional Brownian motion process in 
which the control is exercise: by selecti!lg the parameters dynamically from the set 
{(p J,a:), (/1. 2, a:)}. The parameters are varied only by jumps at countably many 
stopping times. When the state of the process is x, cost is incurred at rate cx*, c’ > 0 
(the case c(x - a)2 is covered by redefinition of the sdate). When the parameters are 
changed from (pl, a:) to (p2, a”,) a cost K2 is incurred and a cost K1 is incurred 
when the parameters are changed from (p2, CT;) to (pl, a:). The costs are continu- 
ously discounted with the discount rate CY > 0. 
Conditions for the optimality of a policy in one-dimensional diffusion process 
were derived by Mandl[6] and Pliska [8]. Pliska [7] used these conditions to derive 
optimal policies for various controlled diffusions with special cost structures. The 
analysis, however, was restricted to the case when no switching costs are present. 
Bather [l, 2] and Puterman [9] modelled p,rvcesses arising in storage and inventory 
systems by controlled diffusions. Both consider the expected long run cost rate as 
the optimality criterion. In [l] the control consists of instantaneous change in states 
rather than a change in underlying parameters. In [2] the drift coefficient is 
controlled. However the only cost is continuous movement cost. Switching costs are 
absent. Puterman’s model is same as ours but he considers the average cost case. 
Also he does not establish the global optimality of the policy he derives. With the 
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methods of this paper the global optimality of his policy can be derived easily. 
Butermzn.‘~ +pe~~ I-91 is also an excellent reference for various applications of the 
controlled Brownian motion processes. 
Cctntrolled iffusion processes also arise as the limits of controlled discrete state 
processes, (see [4, 5, 10, 111). Although the cost structures in these models are 
different from ours, they can be studied using methods of this paper. 
In this paper we use the methods of Doshi [3] to obtain expressions for the 
expected iscounted cost from an (m, M) policy, that is, a policy which switches 
from (pI, 04) to (,1~*, a$) when the state reaches RI from below, and switches from 
(I_L~, a$) to (kl, a::) when the state reaches m from above. This expression is used to 
obtain a policy which is optimal amon 5 all (m, M) policies. Finally, this policy is 
shown to be globally optimal. The details are provided only for the symmetric 
problem to keep the algebra simple. 
In Section 2 we mod.el the control problem as a continuous time Markov decision 
process. The results of Doshi [3] are specialized to this model in Section 3. In 
Sections 4, 5 and 6 we study the controlled process with discounted cost criterion. 
Sections 4 and 5 consider the symmetric ase, hat is, when - ccl = &2, g1 = a2 and 
K, = K2. In Section 4 ;ye derive the expf?cted iscounted cost for an (- M, M) 
policy. .We also obtain 1M* such that (- M”, M* j is optimal among all (- M, M) 
policies. In Se&on 5 this ( - M *, Ad*) policy is shown to be optimal among all 
admissible policies. Finally, some comments on the average cost case and other cost 
structures are presented in Section 7. 
2. Formulation 
We now formulate the control problem described in Section 1 as a conlinlrous 
rime Markov decision ,pruceFs studied in [3]. The general formulation in Doshi [3] 
can be specialized as follows: 
2: the stale space in this problem is the real line (- 00, m). Let %‘% and pSe be the 
usual topology and Bore1 u-algebra on Z, respectively. Let /3; be the a-algebra of 
universally measurable sets over (8, &)‘ 
SB: The action Isyace consists of two elements, 1 and 2. Let %& be the topology 
with respect o which all subsets of .H = (1,2} are open, and & be the a-algebra of 
all subsets of &. 
Let 0 be the selt of all functions o : [0, m)* %’ which are continuous with respect 
to the usual topology on [O, 08) and %&I Let 9: = o+(s); s G t) Let so= P”,. Let 
X(w) = o(t), t E [Cl, 03) be the coordinate mappings. We assume that for each 
#: E %’ and a E &, there exists a difusion process X,” = ($2, So, Sy, X,, Pa with the 
translation operators (9,. The drift and dij@ion cot$kients of this process are pu, 
and (rz, respectively. ‘We also assume that pl 3 Q, v2 < 0, a: > 0 and I& > 9. 
For any probability measure p on j& a.nd the Markov process X0” we define a 
probability measure PF on 9” by 
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Pztr) = j P:(f )p (dx) (r E 9’). 
P 
Let % be the completion of so with respect to the system of probability measures 
{Pz; a E &, p probability measure on /3*}. For each t 2 0, let % be the completion 
of 97 in 9 with respect to the famiIy {PE; a E d, p a probability measure on &}. 
Then measures P,” and P; can be uniquely extended to 5”* and 9. In what follows 
we shall assume that the measures PC and Pz are so extended. So for each x E 2, 
a E & we have a diffusion process X” = (6&P, sf, X,, Pz) with the translation 
operators { & ; t 2 0) and parameters (CL,, a:). 
An admissible policy T is defined by 
7r = (T,, al, r2, a2, l - l J9 
such that: 
0 i 7. = 0, ao= a is the initial action. 
(ii) For n 3 1, T” is an { 9,}-stopping time depending on a,+ 
(iii) 0 = 7o s T] G r2 l l l . 
(iv) For n 2 1, a, is ST, ~b & 1 fiti is measurable. 
(v) For t 3 0, let N; = c,” 1~7,El~,‘l+I~~. Then there exists a real number N < a such 
that E ,,,,[N,] s N for all t 20. 
( ) vi ar = a, for t E [7,, G+,), n 2 0, where a, is the action used at time t. 
(vii) Xc; = XT” for all n. 
Let D do .ate the set of admissible pcricies. The following subset of D is of special 
interest. 
Suppose {A a ; a E d} be two open subsets of Z. Let r* = inf(f 2 0; X, e A “}. 
Since X” is a’ diffusion process, 7a is an {$)-stopping time. So we can define a 
policy w = (rl, al, r2,. . .) by the following: 
0 i r. =O, ao=a given. *s 
( ) 11 T”+l=T” + TO” 0 8, (n 2 0). . . . 
() 111 a,+1 = f(XTm+,, a,,) where f is a PIP @& 1 pd measurable function of 
(X Tnt17 a,) into J& 
A policy v of this form is called a stationary policy. {A D ; n E d) are called the 
continuation sets of n and f the action selecting function of r. Let I.& denote the set 
of stationary admissible policies. 
Suppose m and M are two real numbers such that m c 1911. Let A ’ = (- m, M) 
and ‘4 2 = (m, 00). Let f(x, 1) = 2 for x e A ’ and f (x, 2) = 1 for x e A ‘. Clearly the 
stationary policy v defined by these continuation sets and action selecting function 
is admissible. This policy is called an (m, Ad) policy. 
Cost stnrcture. There are two types of costs involved, continuous and bump. 
r(x, a) = rate at which cost is incurred w!hen the state of the system is x and the 
action a is chosen. For our model t(~, 1) = r(x,2) = cx2. R(a, a’) = cost incurred 
when the action is changed from a to ce’. For our model R (I, 2) = &, R (2,l) = k”, 
and R&l)= R(2,2)=0. 
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For any admiss%le policy V, initial state x and initial action a, there exists a 
diffusion process X rr = (a, 9,95, Xt, P?l,x,a) on the state space (%‘, V&, &). For n 2 0, 
X” behaves like Xan in the interval [T,,, r”+*). Let E,,, denote the expectation with 
respect o the measure I?,,,,. 
For cw > 0, x E %‘, a C: d and rr f D we define the expected total discounted cost 
(discounted cost for short) hv d 
v a,r,a (x) = lim IL,,, 
fl *aI 
A function V,,.( 9 ) is called 
e-a’r(xt, a,)dr + 2 emarkR(ak.+ ak . 
1 
optimal discounted cost if 
3. Resuits from Markov decision thwry 
We now state some results from Doshi [3] adapted to the model described in 
Section 2. Let 9’ be the set of functions f : 2’ --, R with the following properties. 
(i) f is p%-measurable. 
(ii) f’(x-), f’(x’), f”(x-), f”(x’) exist for all x E R. Moreover, f, f’ and fN are 
continuous except at almost a finite number of points. 
(iii) The integrals 
I f (X Kx4-i (do ), 
I f ‘(X)Kx,a (do) (3 1) . 
and 
converge absolutely for 
(iv) For any I > 0 
lim e-“f (x) = 0 
X-m 
x E 2?, a E d and 7r E D. 
(3 2) . 
and 
lim eDlf(x) = 0. x--B-3D (3 3 l > 
For f E 9’ define the weak infinitesimal opermr A., under action a E ~4 by 
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~cT~f”(X) + j&f’(x) if f’ and f” are continuous at x, 
Aaf (x) = (34 
$7: f 
“(X ‘) + f “(X -) 
2 I 
+ paf’(x) if f’ is continuous at x. 
If f’ is not continuous at x, then A,f is not defined at x. 
Let 9 be the subset of 9’ such that for f E 22~ f’ is continuous on R. That is, for 
f E 9 ALIf is defined at all x E R. 
Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.1 of Doshi [3] now specialize to the following: 
Lemma 3.9. Let ‘zb be an (m, M) policy. Let VI = V.,,l and V2 = Va,,+ Then K and 
Vz are un,!que s&tions in 9’ of 
c&(x) = cx2 + #V’:(x) + p, V:(x) (x < M), (39 
dqx) = cx* + $c4V’:(x) + pJ;(x) (x > m), (3 6) . 
V,(x) = Kz + K(x) (x 2 M), (33 
V2(x)= K,+ V,(x) (x s m) (3 8) . 
with 
lim E,,, [e-“‘V=JX,)] = 0 (x E %, a E &). (3 9) . r4= 
Theorem 61.2. Suppose 7~ * E D and Va,r=,a E 9 (a = 1,2) satisfy 
with 
evr*,a(X) s CX~ + $~",v:,,~,~(x) + ;LJL,,*,,(x) x E 2, a E 4 
K&*.,1(X) 6 K2 + VP,**,*(~) x E g9 
V,,..z(x) s K, + LT..,(x) x E g, 
lim E,,x,, [e-arVa,,ta@t)], xGZ’,aEd,a’Ed,~ED’. I-+= 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
Then V,,, L,O (x) = V,,,(x), and r * is ac-optimal in D. 
In the remainder of this paper we use the above lemma and theorem to study the 
discounted cost under (m, M) policies and establish the optimality of such a policy 
among all admissible policies. Sections 4 and 5 consider the symmetric ase. That is, 
#k= -p2=&4 >O. p:= a;=e2 r 0, &= K*=K>O. 
In this case we expect an (- M, M) policy to be optimal. We begin by studying 
controlled diffusion under an (- M, M) policy. 
4. ( - M, M) policies 
Assume M ~0, and let 7r be the (- M, M) policy. Equations (3.5) to (3.8) 
reduce to 
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cEVl(X) = cx2 + $r’lqx) + piqx) (x < M), 
cxV2(x)= cx2+~a2V;(x)--pV;(x) (x > -M): 
V,(x)=K+V2(x) (xBM), 
V,(x)=K+ V,(X) (XG -M). 
Ceneial solutions to (4.1) and (4.2) are 
V,(x) = AleEIX + BleEzX + 
cx2 f 2/Xx f cr2c, 2p2c 
CY a2 cy2 a3 (x < M), 
2 
V2(x ) = A 2\1 e2x + B2ewElr + F - 
2&&cx : 02c+21Q2c 
a2 a2 a3 
(x > - M), 
where 
E1= -p +V(p2+2aaZ),0 
a2 ? 
E2= -p -d(p2+2au21<o 
a2 
. 
(4 1) . 
(4 2) . 
(4 3) . 
(4 4) . 
(4 5) . 
(4 6) . 
(4 7) . 
(4 8) * 
Now B, = 0 by (3.3) and B2 = 0 by (3.2). So general solutions in 9’ of (4.1) and 
(4 2) . are 
V(x)=AeEx + a cxZ+ y+$+$ (x CM), 
V2(x ) = B esbEx + c - 
2 2l,ccx + cT2c I- 2p2c 
a2 a2 a3 
(x :> - M), 
where 
E = -p -t-V(p’+2acr2))o 
a2 
. 
By continuity of V,(x) and V2(x), and from (4.3) and (4.4), we have 
V1(M-) = V&W;\ = XC + V2(M), 
a/2(-M+)= V&-.M)=K+&(-M). 
Substituting from (4.9) and (4.10), the above reduce to 
A =BzzK-4@Mlcu2 
e EM -e -EM l 
(4 9 . 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
Thus the discounted cost function using the (- M, M) policy are given by 
V,(x)= AeE” +$ a2 2pcx ~ C2C ~ 2P2G 
a2 a3 cx c M), 
(4.15) 
= K + V2(x) (x z= M), (4.16) 
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V@)= Ae-&” +$- 2pcx $ dc ~ 2p2c 
a2 cu2 cY3 (x ’ - M), 
(4.17) 
= K + V,(x) (x =S - M), (4.18) 
where A and E are given by (4.14) and (4.1 l), respectively. Conditions (3.9) can be 
verified easily. 
We now seek to obtain M* such that (- M *, M*) is cr -optimal a:mong all 
(-M, M) policies. Clearly minimizing V,(x) and V2(x) with respect to M is 
equivalent o minimizing A with respect to M. . 
Lemma 4.1. There exists a unique M* > 0 such that (- M *, M *) is a-optimal 
among all ( - M, M) policies. This M * is the unique positive sdution of the implicit 
equation 
e EM* -e -EM. 
e EM* + e-EM* = 
Ea ‘(4pcM */n ’ - M) 
4PC 
9 
where E is given by (4.11). 
Proof. From (4.14) we have 
dA _ E (4pcM/a 2 - K) (eEM + emEM) - 4pc (eEM - eeEM)/a ’ 
dM ( e 
EM 
-e 
-EM 2 
) 
. (4.20) 
(84.19) 
Let W(M) denote the numerator of (4.20). Then W(0) = - 2EK <If, and 
W(M)+ + OQ as M -+ + 00. Also dW/dM < 0 for M < Kd/4pc and ::r 0 for 
M > Kct2/4pc. It follows that there exists a unique M* > 0 such that 
dA 
dN M=M~ =” 
dA -<O for M<M*, 
dM 
>O for M>M*, 
and M* minimizes A over all M > 0. Solving W(M*) = 0 we get 
e EM* -e -EM’ Ea! 2(4pcM */LX 2 - K) 
e EM’ + e-EMo = 4pc - 
This proves the lemma. 
From equations (4.14) and (4.19) we have 
A*= minA =K-4~cM*/a2= _ 4/x 
Ma0 e 
EM* 
-e 
-EM’ 
Ea2(eEM’ + evEM*) 
CO. (4.2 1) 
Given the parameters of the problem M* can be obtained by solving (4.1% using 
the method of successive approximations. 
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5. LY -0ptimality of ( - M *, M*) policy. 
We now show that the (- M*, M*) policy obtained in Section 4 is a-optimal 
amorg all admissible policies. 
Let 7~* denote the (- M*, M*) policy. Let V, = I&P,, and Vz = V’,rro,2. Then by 
Theorem 3.2 7r* is a-optimal in D if Vi and Vi xe continuous on R, and if they 
satisfy 
cyV,(x)G cx2+~(J2V:I(x)+ /&V:(x) (x E %), (5.1) 
~v*(x)~cx’+~a’V:‘(x)-~‘C’~(X) (x E%), (5.2) 
V,(x)< K + V*(x) (x E 2), (5.3) 
V*(x)a K + V&) (x E 2) (5.4) 
and 
~~E,,,[e-P’V~‘(X,)] = 0 a E .J&!, a’E &, 7r E D’. (5.::;) 
The continuity of Vi and Vi can be verified directly. Equation (5.5) follows frclm 
the properties of the Wiener process. Using (4.1) and (4.4), inequalities (5.1) to (5.4) 
can ‘be reduced to 
d,(x) s a* + fu2V:‘(x)+ gqx) (x a AI*), 
aV*(X)~CX2+4u2V~(X)- gqx) (x FC - M*), 
-K=z V,(x)- V*(x)-=sK (-M*<x<M*). 
In the following two lemmas we verify (5.6)-(5.8). 
W-4 
(5-V 
(5.8) 
Lemma 5.1. Inequdities (5.6) dznd (5.7) hold. 
Proof. For x 2 M * , V,(x) = K + Vz(x). Thus we need to vzrify 
~~[‘V~(X)+K]Q~X~+~~*V”(~)-~/LV;(X) (x MP), (5.9) 
‘cx2+ta”Vl;(x)+~V;(X)= cx2+~(T2vI:(x)-~v:(x)+2/.&v;(x) 
= f&(x)+ 2/_&v;(x) (x 2 M*). 
(5.10) 
Using (S.lO), (5.9) can be rewritten as 
aK s 2pV;(x) (x aa M*). (5.1 I) 
From (4.17) we have 
2pV;(x)=2p -A*&-E” +!tE-$Z , 1 (5.12) 
50 
&,[2pV:(x)]= 2/.&[EA*E*P +~c/(Y]~~JL[A*E~+~c/Q!] (x a:M*). 
(5.13) 
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By (4.21) and (5.13) we obtain 
E is the positive solution of 
$T2E2t-pE -a! =o. 
SO 
E s a/p. (5.15) 
Substituting (5.15) into (5.14) 
-$zPv;(x)] 2 2~[2cfa! - ~C/CY] = 0 (x 3 M*). (5.16) 
(5.16) implies 
2pV:(X:)a2pV;(M*j (x 2 M*). 
By (5.12) and (4.21) we have 
‘&V;(M*)= -2pA”Ee-E~*+~~-i%!? 
a a!* 
(5.17) 
-- 8p2cewEM* - a2[eEM' + e-EM*] (5.18) 
= cyK + 4pc eEM* - eeEM* 
cu [ eEM* + evEjM 
.][$:I. 
Substituting from (5.15) into (5.18) 
2pV;(x) 3 2/#:(M*) z= CUK (x 3 M”). 
This proves (5.9) and hence (5.6). (5.7) can be proved similarly. 
Lemma 5.2. For x E ( - M*, M*), - K s V,(X) - &(x) s K. 
Proof. We have from (4.12) and (4.13) 
V,(-M*)- V2(-M*)= -K 
and 
(5.19) 
V,(M*) - V2(M*) = K. (5.20) 
Also for x E (- M*, M*) 
&V*(x)- V*(x)] = 
E [K - 4pcM */a3 
(eEM* - e-EM*) [ eE* +e-E’]+~ 
> E [K - 4pcM */a21 E 
(5.21) 
- ( e 
EM* 
-e 
EM’ + e__Frriel + 4&M 
-EM* 
) 
e 
iY2 l 
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Substituting from (4.21), (5.21) can be reduced to 
&[V,(x)- Vz(x)]a -y+po. (5.22) 
(5.18), (5.20), (5.22) and the continuit? of V,(x) - Vz(x) implies (5.g) and hence the 
iemma. 
Tkorrem 5.3, For the symnetric case there exists an M * L’ 0 such that the 
( - M *, M *) policy is a -optimal among all admissible policies. This M * is the unique 
positive solution of equation, (4.19). 
Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 3.2 and Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. 
6. General case 
In this section we study the general asymmetric case. We obtain the discounted 
cost from an (m, Mj policy. We also derive equations to derive m * and M* such 
that (m *, M*) is at-optimal among all (m. M) policies. Using the methods of 
Section 5 this policy can be shown to be cu-optimal among all admissible policies. 
This, however, involves tedious algebra and so is omitted here. 
Let ‘TT be an (m, M) policy, m < M. Let V, = Va.rr,l and V;! = Va,w,z. Then V, and 
V2 satisfy equations (3.5)-(3.8). General solutions in CB’ to (3.5) and (3.6) are 
where 
V,(x) = AleEl* -+ s$ + &hcx : dc + 2&c 
a2 a2 a3 
(x < M), 
V2(x ) = AreE2” + cxZ+ 
2yzcx : c&, 2&c 
O! Ly2 Ly2 cy3 (x > m ), 
(6 1) . 
(6 2) . 
(6 3) . 
(6 4) . 
E:ly continuity I’ F V, and V2 and from (3.7) and (3.8) we obtain the boundary 
conditions 
V,(M-) = V,(M) = K2 + V,(M), (6 5) . 
V2(m +) = V2(m) = KI + V,(m). (6 6) . 
Substituting from (6.1) and (6.2) into (6.5) and (6.6), respectively, we have 
AieEl” - A2eEzM = K,--+p, - ,u2)+4(+ CT;)&.& El,:), 
c.Y CL! a 
(6.7) 
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Solving for Al and AZ, 
A1= 1 eE,m+E2M _ eE,M+F,m 
X ( [ 2cM -_eE2" KZ-- a 2 (~I-p2)+~(~~-o:)+~(~:-~:)] a 
and 
+ eE+ - K1 
[ 
2cM --$pl-p2)+-$0:-(+:) +$(p+:)]) 
A*= 
1 
eE,m+E2M _ eE,M+E2m 
X ( [ - eElm 2cM KZ-- cx2 l (P - ,uz)+$(+ 2c a:) +---+:-CL:) 1 
+eE+ -K, 
[ 
2ctn --$prp2)+~(+(+:) +$:-P:)])* 
Thus the discounted cost functions from an (m,M) poiicy are 
V,(x) = AleEl’ + cx2, 2p1cx ~ dc ~ 2p:c 
a cY2 a2 a3 (x < M), 
1c6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6. i 1) 
= KZ:+ V4x) 6 2 M), (6.12) 
V2(x) = A2eEZX + cx2 ~ 2/&2cx : a;c , 2&c 
a! cy2 CY2 cy3 (x > m ), 
(6.13) 
= K,+ V,(x) ( xsm, ) (6.14) 
where AI, A2, El and El are given by (6.9), (6.10), (6.3) and (6.4), respectively. 
We now seek m * and M* such that (m *, M*) is a-optimal among all (m, M) 
policies. Minimizing V,(x) and V2(x) with respect to m and M is equivalent to 
minimizing Al and A2 with respect to m and M. Local optima of A i are obtained as 
solutions of 
/also the local optima of A2 are obtained as solutions of 
aAz,o 
ana* 
and 
(6. i 7) 
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. 
_!!&!2.=0 
dW’ l 
(6.18) 
Equations (6.15) and (6.16) lead to the same set of equations as (6.17) and (6.18). 
Thus A 1 and A2 have the same sets of 104 optima. These are given by the solutions 
of 
+ e(E,ML+E2m *) 
C 
-K,E,-~(~,-j~~)(rn*E~--l)+CE2(a:-&) at CX2 
+ 2cE2 --(+/L:)]=o 
cy3 
and 
(6.19) 
+e E,m l +E,Mo 
+e E,M*+E2m* -- &El +2:(~, - /4(M*E,q - l)-cEI((,:- 0;) cy2 cY2 
-yq,:-p:)] =o. (6.20) 
Now from (6.9) and (6.10) it follows that 
iim A 1 = lim A2 = (0. 
m-+M m-M 
A~sG~, Al and A2 are cominuously differentiable functions of (m, M) on the set 
- 0~ < m < M < 00. These guarantee that At and A2 achieve their minima on 
- 00 < m < A4 < 33, which in turf’ implies the existence of a solution to the 
equittions (6.19) and (6.20). The uniqueness of s L ‘.il a solution follows from the fact 
that both AI and AZ are unimodal in m (m < IV) for fixed M, and are unimodal in 
A4 (AC? :* m ) for fixed m. Thus there exists a um x solution (m *, M*), m * < M*, 
to the equations (6.19) and (6.20). This impli ,:s that the (m *, n-l*) policy is 
a -optimal among all (m, M) policies. 
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7, Comments 
As we have mentioned in the introduction Puterman [9] has studied our model 
with the average cost criterion. He derives the average cost from an (m, M) po4icy 
using renewal theoretic arguments. He also obtains a policy which is optimal among 
all (m, M) policies. Using results from Doshi [3] and arguments imilar to those in 
Section 5, this policy can be shown to be optimal among all admissible policies. 
Puterman [9] also studies our model with other cost structures. It appears) that the 
analysis of Section 5 (and simiiar one for the average cost casej can be extended to 
prove the existence of an optimal (m *, M*) policy for any cost function c(Y) with 
the following properties: 
(i) c is convex on R, 
(ii) c(O)=0 and c(x)aO for x ER. 
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